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THINK IT THROUGH: Deborah Solomon from the DCI.

 | 

Bernard Sathekge

The Debt Counselling Industry portal, the DCI.co.za, yesterday launched a scathing attack against the
National Debt Mediation Association (NDMA) for pushing the objectives of credit providers when offering a
free debt mediation service to over-indebted consumers.

A registered debt counsellor and founder of the DCI.co.za, Deborah Solomon, warned consumers to be
aware of NDMA free debt mediation, saying it might not be working in favour of the consumer.

“Think twice. The NDMA debt mediation process has been set up by credit providers. Do you think it is
designed to work in your favour or might the outcome tend to favour the credit industry?”

The attack came as the NDMA was trumpeting success saying its processes were working in favour of the
consumer.

Solomon said the NDMA has been set up and funded by credit providers (banks, micro-lenders and credit
retailers) and as a result, the impartiality of its system and rules were open to question.

“It is vital that consumers make informed decisions on a step as crucial as this,” said Solomon.

She said South Africans who opt for the debt mediation process may compromise their statutory and common
law rights.

She said the statutory processes set up by the National Credit Regulator (NCR) and the National Credit Act
(NCA) had several debtor-friendly provisions, and the fact that the NCR regulates this process affords all
consumers fairness and justice.

“But, the NDMA are trying to bring in a debt mediation process not regulated by the NCR in which the rules
and systems are potentially detrimental to consumers in financial stress.

“Creditors may well encourage debtors to opt for this free service. But consumers should realise this is not
obligatory. It is voluntary and they should not feel they are under any pressure to agree to this supposed
remedy,” warned Solomon.

In addition, she said that by opting for the NDMA debt mediation rather than debt counselling or other
remedies outlined in the NCA, the debtor may find some processes that could be highly beneficial for credit
providers.

“Debt counsellors can only be other entities – it cannot happen with the NDMA. Consumers who are seeking
help via the NDMA are likely to lose the battle.

“How can a credit provider lend money and at the same time offer debt mediation? This practice is not in line
with the NCA,” she said.

Last month, the NCR’s Consumer Credit Market and Credit Bureau Monitor reports showed that of 76.5
million accounts, 12 million (18%) were three or more instalments behind while 50.7 million (74%) were in
good standing.

This reflects an increase of nearly 17 million of the number of impaired accounts in comparison to the
previous quarter.

In an interview with The New Age, the CEO of NDMA, Magauta Mphahlele, vehemently denied claims made
by Solomon, labelling them flawed and baseless. “These are baseless allegations considering that the NDMA
operates within the NCR and NCA regulations.”

Mphahlele said consumers who lodge complaints with the NDMA and whose complaints were unable to be
resolved through mediation have the option to approach the credit ombuds.

She said the NDMA was not in anyway influenced by credit providers and when they mediate they look into
all parties, and are not one-sided.

But, said Solomon, consumers must not make an instant decision when a credit provider suggests or
encourages the use of their own mediators. Instead they must take time to think the decision through and in
the interim, gather information on the pros and cons of this approach.

QUICK FACTS

» Neutrality of debt mediation questioned

» Consumers encouraged to explore other options

» NDMA alleged to be acting in favour of creditors
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Charl Mostert · Cape Town, Western Cape

Mmmmm...maybe Mr Mphalele misunderstood the meaning of vehemently and

confused it with "categorical"...and was busy going nowhere slowly.
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Piet van Rhyn

Deborah.you are the best.
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